EVRYTHNG (evrythng.com), a new ‘Web of Things’ venture based in London and Zurich is looking for an experienced and ambitious devop & infrastructure guru in the fields of large-scale web applications, robust datastores, distributed systems. You will join the EVRYTHNG team developing a highly scalable and robust web ‘infrastructure’ and application engine to manage active digital identities for objects, and deploying a portfolio of application services applying this technology with global brands and service providers.

You will be based in London and thus should have UK/European citizenship or a valid work permit.  The following techs should make you want to wake up at night:

1. Must: Amazon Web Services (EC2, Elasticbeanstalk, ELB, S3, etc.) and PaaS (Heroku, etc.)
2. Must: Admin of NoSQL datastores (MongoDB, Redis, etc.) and good-old-SQL DBs (PostgreSQL, etc.)
3. Must: Ubuntu
4. Must: experience as a developer, especially in Java and its devops tools (Maven, Jenkins, Bamboo)
5. Nice: Scaling distributed Java apps deployed to App (Glassfish, JBoss, etc.) or Web servers (Jetty, Netty, etc.)
6. Cherry on top: Node.JS administration and scaling
7. Cherry on top: Virtualization technologies (Virtual Box, Proxmox, AMIs, etc.) and cookbooks (Chef, Puppet, etc.)

You are very comfortable working in an agile process, and experienced with formulating and operating unit testing and performance testing for large systems.

EVRYTHNG offers an intellectually rewarding and fun environment where you will work alongside a small group of highly skilled engineers on green-field development.

Learn more at evrythng.com. Send your profile and 100 word explanation of why you want to join EVRYTHNG to join-us@evrythng.com